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The History of HavenHouse St. Louis

You are amazing people and
you make a difference.
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HavenHouse St. Louis exists because every person
deserves a healthy life, the best medical care, and
an affordable place to stay even when treatment
takes them far from home. That's why we've made
it our mission to provide nourishing meals, lodging,
transportation, and a home away from
home for families seeking medical 
care in St. Louis. 

When they stay here,
they stay with family.
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Where Patients Travel From
MO and IL made up
54% of all stays
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—KS Guest
8 Stays, 9 Nights

Patient and Family Statistics FY 2021
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hello@havenhousestl.org

(314) 434-5858 

1973 Craigshire Road
St. Louis, MO 63146

 

We are from Poland. Our son has a brain tumor.
We started cancer treatment at the Children's
Hospital in St. Louis. HavenHouse gave us
shelter, food, transport to the hospital, and above
all, the feeling that we can count on you. Thank
you for everything.

You made it possible to be a support to [our niece]
at the hospital without the anxiety of expenses.
We are so grateful.

—MO Guest
1 Stay, 3 Nights

HavenHouse has always made the experience
of 'medical anxiety' much more tolerable for
our family. From the meals provided, the
friendly workers, snacks, games, and the
reduced rates provided, it has always been a
pleasure. I am thankful that I have been able to
stay with HavenHouse and will not even
consider another choice when we travel for
[his] follow-ups.

—LA Guest4 Stays, 13 Nights

—PL Guest
1 Stay, 8 Nights

www.havenhousestl.org

Thousands of patients from across the U.S. and
around the globe travel to St. Louis every year
seeking critically-needed health care. 

We give them a place to stay, meals to eat, and a
way to reach their appointments and surgeries
without adding to their current worry.

By taking care of those basic needs, we allow
patients and their families to focus on what
matters most: their journey to recovery.

With love, from everyone at

At HavenHouse St. Louis, it's our mission to empower
patients and families of all ages. Everyone deserves

access to top medical care regardless of their diagnosis,
treatment plan, or where they call home.

Messages from HavenHouse Families

The comfort of home.
A community of support.

Make your gift today!

Made possible by you.


